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Cable Fault Test FlowchartProfessional technology makes the cable fault location much easier
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Step 1: Check the fault type

Check the insulation resistance of the fault cable 
(Insulation Megohmmeter, Multimeter)

Test pass, cable resumes running

0.1Hz Cable AC Withstand Voltage 
Test VLF-40, VLF-90

   

Test—failed/No pass

Breakdown while running or test: 
cable fault

R<200Ω low resistance fault;

R>200Ω, high resistance fault

, 

Step 2: Fault pre-location

Distance between test end to the fault position

Repair the cable

Step 4: Pin-point the cable fault PP10)      (

Step 3: Cable path location T2000     ( )

Low resistance 
fault:

No need HV power, 
only wave reflection 
tester (TDR) is 
enough. (WL20);

LV pulse method

High resistance fault:

Method 1: 
tester (TDR) with HV power 
(WL20+LP30/2)

Pulse current method:

Method 2: Only use HV 
bridge method to test(LB15C)

wave reflection 

Cable fault location process is generally divided into five steps: check the type of the 

fault, fault pre-location (also called rough test), cable path location, fault pinpoint and 

cable identification.

1. Check the type of fault: before locating the fault, the type of fault should be checked with a 

mega meter and a multimeter. Measure respectively the insulation resistance of each cable 

phase core to the earth and phase-to-phase, and do the conductor connectivity test. If the test 

result of mega meter is zero, then retest with the multimeter to check the fault phase and type 

such as low resistance, high resistance, intermittence, leak, mixture, etc.

2. Fault pre-location (also called rough test): because no matter what method used, the 

measured value represents only the cable (fault) length under the earth. Due to the reserved 

length under the earth cannot be accurately estimated, this length cannot represent the distance 

on the ground. Therefore, cable fault test cannot complete in one step, only to test out the 

approximate range of the fault point. Different instrument combinations are applied according to 

different types of the fault. For example, XLPE cable is now popular because of its good wave 

transmit quality, wave reflection locator is available to test; while as for other bad wave transmit 

quality cable fault such as cable sheath fault, using the high-voltage bridge method is more 

effective.

3. Cable path location (if need): for old cables for many years or cables with incomplete 

information of cable path,  T2000 intelligent cable locator is applied to trace the path of related 

cable, which is helpful to pin-point the cable fault.

4. Pinpoint: it is a critical step for cable locating, which helps to reduce excavation range and labor 

intensity and get precious time for repair. Locate the cable fault on the basis of complete 

certainty of cable path (direction). By applying shock high voltage to cable (or HV impulse), 

discharging acoustic wave from fault point, magnetic and acoustic synchronization method or 

step voltage method is applied to accurately locate the fault within the range of fault distance in 

the rough test.

5. Cable identification (if need): if the cable fault is found, but it cannot identify which one is the 

fault one from the surface after digging out, don’t cut the cable hastily. Only cut after identifying 

the fault cable with cable identifier.
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concentrate on the cable fault location and condition monitoring, and strive for being the testing 

expert of underground pipeline network. With advanced technology, easy operation, intelligence and durability, 

Tanbos popularize rapidly in different areas, electric grid, railway, metro, power generation, nuclear power, wind 

power, airport, and gain praises from our users. It provides professional technical solutions for power cable 

running, testing, construction and installation and experiment.

This catalogue offers a variety of cable fault location solutions with different configuration for cable main 

insulation fault, HV cable outer sheath fault, railway signal cable, communication cable, intelligent cable path 

location and cable identification of 100% accuracy. T32 portable cable fault location system has advanced 

Stable Arc Reflection Method, simple waveform, auto apart point set, automatically display the fault distance 

and high discharge energy, intelligent time difference technology and cable path indication technology make the 

faults accurate location more easier and quicker. It gains praises from the power sectors at home and abroad. 

T20 ultra-light cable fault location system is also popular in power sectors with its delicate light weight and 

appearance and trolley integration in design.

Intelligent Digital Cable Fault Location Bridge LB4/60 combines intelligent ranging and burn through power 

source into a powerful unit. The fault distance can be read without analyzing waveform and calculation, no blind 

zone and high accuracy. It is particularly effective for intermediate joints, high resistance fault of water inflow 

and sheath faults, especially suitable for high-voltage, large cross-section, long-distance cable fault location.

Tanbos series cable fault location system, DC withstand voltage and constant current burn through power, 

intelligent cable locator and cable identifier endure the safe sunning of your power cable.
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Cable Fault Location System T32

Introduction

Cable Fault Location System  is composed of LP30/4 Fault

location power, Wl50 impulse reflector and PP10 cable fault pin-

pointer. With Stable Arc Reflection Method, International 

technology but competitive price, this tester is an ideal equipment 

for power cable fault location. Max. output voltage is 30KV, 

max.single discharge energy 1800J, max. burn through power 

1000mA.

T32  

Features

ªPortable trolley built-in system from Germany suitable for 

wild application.

ªPowerful burning capacity, short-circuit current up to 1000mA, 

swift burning through and lower the resistance of burning 

through point.

ªWith Wl50 impulse reflector, there are three locating methods:

, , 

System composition & technical data

Fault location power LP30/4

Technical data:

�Low voltage impulse method: Use alone. Use this method to locate the fault of open circuit and lower resistance 

grounding. It also can be used to test the cable length or cable wave speed.

�Stable Arc Reflection Method: This is a proprietary technology. With the impulse reflector, compare the wave form 

change before and after burn through arc, it positions the fault location automatically and easier to identify the wave 

form. Radically solve the locating problem for cable fault of high resistance burn through and flashover burn through.

�Impulse current method: Magnetic coupling to sampling and impulse current method to locating.

T32

ªAcoustic and magnetic synchronization method pin points fault location on high resistance fault.

ªElectromagnetic method makes precise location of metallic fault on cable, and locates the cable path.

ªPin point fault position on high voltage cable layer and locate insulation breakdown point.

故障粗测

Output voltage 0-30kvcontinuously adjustable

Burn through current 1000mA

Capacitance 4µF

Single discharge energy 1800J

Weight 60kg

Volume 380x380x790(mm)

Impulse reflector/Cable fault pre-locator (TDR) WL50

Cable fault pin-pointer PP10

Technical data:

Low voltage impulse 65V

Impulse width 40ns-10µs

Sampling frequency 200MHZ

Error 0.4m

Test range 50km

Work mode
Low voltage impulse, Impulse current, 
Stable Arc Reflection Method

Weight 6kg

Volume 355x269x155(mm)

Technical data:

Precision of sound & magnetic 
synchronization method

0.1m

Precision of path location precision 10% of laying depth

Precision of step voltage method 0.1m

Work mode
Sound & magnetic synchronization, step 
voltage, electromagnetic, path trace.

Display mode Color LCD

Power Li-battery, 12h standby

On-site application

Integrated design for simple & safe operation, with max impulse voltage 30KV, 

Max. discharge energy 1800J, it not only supplies enough discharging energy to 

meet the need of pin-pointing, but also reduce damage to cable further.
With international standard discharging technology, domestic leading craft and 

quality, competitive price, it is the ideal device for cable fault location.

The most advanced reflection technology now, with sampling frequency 200MHz, 

max testing range 50km, when use alone, WL50 can test cable fault of short-

circuit, low resistance, cable total length and intermediate joints. When used with 

LP30/4, it can locate various types of high resistance fault quickly. Powered by 

rechargeable battery, equipped with 8.4 inches TFT color LCD screen, touch 

screen operation, and can store 600 cable fault waveforms.

ª4 major functions:

ªAcoustic and magnetic synchronization method pin-points high resistance fault 
of cable main insulation layer.

ªElectromagnetic method pin-points metallic fault (dead grounding) on cable.

ªLocate cable path.

ªFind out defective spots on sheath of high voltage cable, help to locate 
insulation breakdown spot.

It can display relative distance of fault 
distance, and indicate cable path by 
arrows.
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Cable Fault Location System T20

Cable fault location system  is mainly applied to 

locate the fault of high resistance and flashover on 

6-35KV power cables. It can generate a DC high 

voltage power up to 35KV, and makes discharge 

breakdown to the cable fault point, then the point is 

detected through cable fault location device (pre-

locator) and the pin-pointer. This system adopts 

electric elements with high precision and stability, as 

well as special structure and crafts. Integrated 

voltage increase, rectification, impulse capacitance, 

and discharge control into one, this location system 

are easier wiring and operation, smaller dimension, 

lighter weight and easier carry.

T20

Introduction

LP30/2 P 10PWL20 

System composition & technical data

Fault location power LP30/2

It is mainly applied to fault of high resistance and flashover on 6-35kv power 

cable. With integrated voltage set up, rectification, impulse capacitance, and 

electrostatic discharge control, the device discharges every 4 seconds each 

time, shortening the location time largely. Also the device has the advantages of 

easier wiring, convenient operation, smaller dimension, lighter weight, easier 

carry and so on.

DC Output 0-35kV continuously adjustable

Max charging current 30mA

Max discharge energy 1200J

Polarity of output voltage Negative polarity

Power supply 220V±10%

Capacity 1kVA

Volume 500×305×457(mm)

Net weight 30 kg

Technical data:

Cable fault pre-locator (TDR) W L20

Multiple location methods:

ªLow voltage impulse method: Applicable for fault distance measurement for 

low resistance fault, short circuit fault, and open circuit fault. And apply to 

cable length, intermediate joints, T-joints, cable termination joints, and can be 

applied to correct the wave velocity.

ªImpulse current method: Applicable for distance measurement for high 

resistance fault, and flashover fault. Collecting signal from testing earth-wire 

through current coupler, it makes the user far away from high voltage, 

ensuring safety and reliability.

ªSecond-impulse method: Applicable for distance measurement for high 

resistance fault, and flashover fault. Waveform is simple and easy for analysis 

and high locating precision.( This needs a second impulse coupler)

 

On-site application

200MHz real-time sampling:

Highest sampling frequency of the domestic similar devices. To keep the line with 

the world highest level.

With max location resolution of 0.4m, the device has smaller dead zone, so it is 

particularly efficient for near-end fault and short cable.

Touch operation & Mechanical button

Touch screen, gesture function bring about flexible operation.

Technical data:

Low voltage impulse launching 
voltage

30V

Sampling frequency 200MHz

Max ranging scope 100km

Dead zone 2m

Max resolution 0.4m

Power
Polymer Li-ion battery pack, for Min 5 
hours continuous usage.

Size 274×218×81(mm)

Weight 3.5kg
Intelligent time difference method
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Cable fault pin-pointer P P10

ªAcoustic and magnetic synchronization method pin points fault location on 

high resistance fault.

ªElectromagnetic method makes precise location of metallic fault on cable, and 

locates the cable path.

ªPin point fault position on high voltage cable layer and locate insulation 

breakdown point.

Precision of sound & magnetic 
synchronization method

10% of cable depth

Precision of electromagnetic method 10% of cable depth

Precision of path location precision 10% of cable depth

Precision of Step voltage method 10 cm

Power
7.2V/4.4hA Li-battery.10h usage after 
fully charged

Technical data:

Multiple Impulse Coupler TCP-10 (Optional)

Multiple impulse coupler TCP-10 works together with WL20 wave reflection 

method cable fault location set, to test various power cable faults such as 

leakage fault while high resistance, flashover fault, low earthing resistance, 

open circuit fault and so on.

TCP-10 provides coupling access of pulse signal for the WL20, and actualizes 

electric isolation at the same time.

TCP-10 adopts world’s most advanced tech -- Multiple pulse method, making 

the judgment of waveform of the cable fault easier and simpler. The principle is 

that it makes the complex wave form of high volt impulse flashover transformed 

into waveform easy to be judged. Thus lowers the tech & experience 

requirement for operator. And makes it more convenient and precise to judge 

the waveform, to decide the fault distance, therefore help test faster with much 

higher success rate.

ªTCP-10 adopts world’s most advanced tech -- Multiple pulse method with 

pulse balance, making reflecting waveform of cable fault more outstanding 

and easy to be judged.

ªWith safe protecting measures from high volt, electric Isolation between 

testing circuit and the high volt impact power, it ensures the pre-locator 

safety, free of damage & free of crash while working from impact volt 

environment.

ªSimple wiring. Can be used with other instruments.

ªWith no high volt exposure, safe and reliable.

Function & Characteristics

Testing impulse voltage 300V(P-P)

ermitted input impact voltage < 35kV

Permitted input impact energy < 2000J

Power AC 220V, 50Hz

Volume 560×230×220(mm)

Weight 16kg

Technical data:

Wave of Second-impulse method

Low Voltage Cable Fault Location System T8

Although the voltage of LV cable and distribution 

cable is relatively low, because the cable wire is too 

much and on site test environment is not very good, 

the fault location is more difficult than fault of HV 

cable. Ordinary HV generator outputs over-high 

voltage, generally it exceeds the withstand voltage 

of LV cable. So it may cause new fault to the cable. 

This Cable Fault Location System effectively breaks 

through this problem. Its maximum output voltage is 

15kv. Single pulse energy of the built-in large 

capacity capacitor can easily reach 500J, protection 

of low voltage cable and make discharge sound 

loudly enough.

Introduction

LP8/10 P 10PWL20 

Features

ªSuper high quality trolley case made in the US, light weight only 25kg, portable.

ªHigh level of integration, easy wiring and easy operation. Also can be used in DC voltage withstand test for LV cable.

ªBuilt-in 10uF large capacitance, single pulse energy can easily reach 500J.

ªStrong ability to burn through makes a short period of time burning through cable fault point.

ªThere are many location method with WL20 Cable fault pre-locator

ªLow voltage impulse method: Applicable for fault distance measurement for low resistance fault, short circuit fault, and 

open circuit fault. And apply to cable length, intermediate joints, T-joints, cable termination joints, and can be applied to 

correct the wave velocity.

ªPulse current method: Applicable for distance measurement for high resistance fault, and flashover fault. Collecting signal 

from testing earth-wire through current coupler, it makes the user far away from high voltage, ensuring safety and 

reliability.

ªSecond-impulse method: Applicable for distance measurement for high resistance fault, and flashover fault. Waveform is 

simple and easy for analysis and high locating precision.( This needs a second impulse coupler)

ªUsing high voltage pulse with stable frequency, working with the pin-pointer PP10, to finish a general high resistance, 

flashover fault point to precisely locate the cable (path). Use the time difference of sound & magnetic method to pin-point 

the fault.

ªApplicable for LV cable, main insulation layer lower resistance earthing, low resistance short circuit, high resistance 

earthing, high resistance short circuit, high resistance leakage, high resistance flash over, and Intermittency.

ªIt can be equipped with portable power to solve the problem of no 220V power on site.

Hyderabad, India

On-site application

TCP-10
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Cable fault pin-pointer P P10

Precision of sound & magnetic 
synchronization method

10% of cable depth

Precision of electromagnetic method 10% of cable depth

Precision of path location precision 10% of cable depth

Precision of Step voltage method 10 cm

Power
7.2V/4.4hA Li-battery.10h usage after 
fully charged

Technical data:

Cable fault pre-locator (TDR) W L20

Technical data:

Low voltage impulse launching 
voltage

30V

Sampling frequency 200MHz

Max ranging scope 100km

Dead zone 2m

Max resolution 0.4m

Power
Polymer Li-ion battery pack, for Min 5 
hours continuous usage.

Size 274×218×81(mm)

Weight 3.5kg

Technical data Hand-held Communication Cable Fault Locator W L8

Features

ªTime domain reflectometer (TDR) can be used to test various faults of low 

resistance fault, breakage, cross, bad insulation, etc.

ªUser-friendly interface, easy operation and intuitive.

ªAutomatic test.

ªAutomatic gain compensation: digital gain compensation according to the cable 

attenuation, the wave amplitudes are basically the same of different distances is 

good for analytical judgment and extending effective test distance.  

ªManagement function of power supply: automatic shutdown when under voltage or 

no operation.

ªHand-held, small size, light weight, easy to carry.

On-site application

Testing range 0-30km

Resolution 1m

Impulse range 30V

Impulse polarity <2km unipolarity; >2km bipolarity

Impulse width 80ns-10μs, self-adjustable

Testing blind zone 1m

Adjusting range of wave velocity 100-300m/μs

Adjusting range of gain 0-80db

Power supply Lithium battery

Size 225×105×50(mm)

Weight 0.6kg

Technical dataW L8

Fault location power LP8/10

Technical data:

Pulse and DC output voltage 0-15kV continuously adjustable

Max burning through power 300W

Discharge capacitance 10μf

Single discharge energy 500J

Max. resolution 0.4m

Power supply
220V mains supply or equipped with 
portable power

Size 420×420×80(mm)

Weight 25kg
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System composition & technical data

Cable sheath fault location power SLP15

Output mode DC, withstand voltage, impulse

DC voltage output 0-15KV continuous adjust

Short-circuit current 20mA-100mA adjustable

Impulse current output
Max. voltage 2kV, current 200--1000mA 
adjustable

Weight 15kg

Volume 310×300×330(mm)

Technical data:

Cable fault location bridge LB15

Features

ªThree work modes: outer sheath DC withstand voltage test, pin point signal for generator step voltage method, pre

locate signal generator for resistance (voltage) comparison method.

ª2 KV impulse voltage output and big current (200-1000 mA), strong anti-interference capability.

ªImported trolley case, easy to carry, strong and durable.

ªHigh sensitive amplifier and galvanometer as balance instructor, constituting a balanced bridge with proportional 

potentiometer bridge.

ªBridge using four-terminal resistance test method avoids errors introduced by lead resistance, high precision.

ªHigh integration, simple wiring and operation, convenient and easy to find fault location. Users can be skilled after simple 

training.

- -

Testing voltage 5KV, 15KV alternative

Short-circuit current 30mA

Burn through power 450W

Location accuracy ±(0.2%×L+1)m

Weight 10kg

Volume 380×360×270(mm)

Power supply Lithium battery, 3h continuous

Technical data:

Test sensitivity 0.10V(not amplified); 0.30mV(amplified)

Sensitivity adjust
Not amplified: 6 gears; 
amplified: 6 gears

Zero adjust ± full scale

Volume 212×96×100mm

Weight 1kg

Technical data:

Step voltage indicator SVI-1

Cable Outer Sheath Fault Location System TM10

The health status of outer sheath is directly related 

to the safe running of single-core high voltage 

cable, and intact sheath is the prerequisite to avoid 

water seepage and failures. If the high voltage cable 

sheath is damaged, multi-point grounding of the 

metal sheath and loss of circulation will happen, 

and the normal safe running of the cable is 

affected. Thus, it is necessary to take timely 

treatment for the cable sheath fault. TM10 sheath 

fault location system can accurately locate cable 

sheath fault after cable installation, which is the 

ideal equipment to solve sheath fault.

Introduction

SLP15 L 15BSVI-1 

On-site application

SVI-1 Step voltage indicator
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Cable Fault Location Bridge L B5

Introduction

LB5 Cable Fault Location Bridge, designed on the basis of MURRAY bridge, can be used for the locating the breakdown 

position for a variety of wires and cables, and failure no breakdown but low insulation resistance. It is also the most effective 

way to locate high voltage cable sheath fault.

Main functions

ªDC withstand voltage test: output DC voltage of 5KV, be used for DC withstand voltage test for low-voltage cable.

ªBurn through the fault point: burn through and reduce high resistance and resistance of flashover fault point.

ªFault pre-location: adopts bridge principle to pre-locate, and four-terminal resistance test method avoids errors caused 

by lead resistance.Test voltage 5kV

Short circuit current 30mA

Burn through power 250W

Location ratio precision ±(0.2%×L+1)m

Weight 10kg

Size 38×36×27(cm)

Working power supply power frequency 220V±15%

Technical data

 LB5

Application

ªFault pre-location for high, medium and low voltage power cable of 380V-220KV.

ªFault location for single core insulated cable without metal shield: overhead cable fault location.

ªHigh resistance breakdown point of cable after laying, especially the liner high resistance breakdown point which is 

difficult to burn to low resistance, such as the liner high resistance breakdown in intermediate joint.

ªBridge balance method has no blind zone, which can be used to test effectively short cables (1m-40m) fault and the 

breakdown point near the end. 

ªPVC insulated cables, cables without good conductor backflow, metal sheath defect points of ultra high voltage cable and 

cables only with steel armored.

ªThe bridge method only requires uniformity of cable core resistance. Such faults here follows can only be located by 

the bridge method: cables with poor wave property (such as PVC cable with big dielectric loss), cable with no good 

conductor backflow, metal sheath defect points of ultra high voltage cable and cables only with steel armored.

ªFault points not broken down yet but with low resistance, such as the insulated fault point when the cable resistance is 

found low with megameter, but with no breakdown under working voltage.

L1/2L＝R1/(R1+R2)＝r1/(r1+r2), fault distance L1＝2L×r1/(r1+r2). 

r1/ (r1+r2) reading from the scale after the bridge balance.

Schematic diagram of LB5 fault location

On-site application

ªIt is a strong complement to the impulse reflection method with no blind zone (it can be used to test the fault location near 

cable end and short cables), and high reliability of rough test.

ªMild location functions with no extra risk of breakdown cable.

ªMain method to effectively locate fault of PVC cable with poor wave property, cables without copper shield.

ªEffectively locate fault which impulse reflection method cannot detect such as stable high resistance (leakage type).

ªEquipped with cable fault converter, which can convert difficult high impedance fault into low impedance fault.

ªThe device uses switching power supply as high voltage constant current source, built-in high sensitivity galvanometer, 

which solves the problem of power disturbances on the bridge balance. Power supply and bridge are integrated into one.

ªIt adopts amplifiers and galvanometer with high sensitivity to indicate balance, which constitutes balanced bridge with 

proportion potentiometer.

ªOperation button on the panel is at earth potential, and operate it through insulated rod, which is safe and reliable.

ªTest line uses a specially designed dual-core high pressure rubber measuring cable, and copper braid shield which is 

grounded firmly and safe.

ªThe Bridge uses four-terminal resistance testing method to avoid errors caused by lead resistance with high testing 

accuracy.

ªHigh integration into a portable aluminum alloy box with simple wire connection.

ªEasy to operate and test the fault location. Users can find faults skillfully after simple training.

Features
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Cable Fault Location Bridge L B15

Introduction

Cable Fault Location Bridge , designed on the basis of MURRAY bridge, 

can be used for the locating the breakdown position for a variety of wires and 

cables, and failure no breakdown but low insulation resistance. It is also the 

most effective way to locate high voltage cable sheath fault.

L B15

Application

ªFault pre-location for high, medium and low voltage power cable of 380V-220KV.

ªFault pre-location for outer sheath fault of 35KV-220KV.

ªFault location for single core insulated cable without metal shield: overhead cable fault location.

ªHigh resistance breakdown point of cable after laying, especially the liner high resistance breakdown point which is 

difficult to burn to low resistance, such as the liner high resistance breakdown in intermediate joint.

ªBridge balance method has no blind zone, which can be used to test effectively short cables (1m-40m) fault and the 

breakdown point near the end. 

ªPVC insulated cables, cables without good conductor backflow, metal sheath defect points of ultra high voltage cable and 

cables only with steel armored.

ªThe bridge method only requires uniformity of cable core resistance. Such faults here follows can only be located by the 

bridge method: cables with poor wave property (such as PVC cable with big dielectric loss), cable with no good conductor 

backflow, metal sheath defect points of ultra high voltage cable and cables only with steel armored.

ªFault points not broken down yet but with low resistance, such as the insulated fault point when the cable resistance is 

found low with megameter, but with no breakdown under working voltage.

 L 15B

In figure L1/2L＝R1/(R1+R2)＝r1/(r1+r2),fault distance L1＝2L×r1/(r1+r2).

r1/ (r1+r2) is got from the dial scale after the balance of the bridge. 

Schematic diagram of LB15fault location

Main functions

ªDC withstand voltage test: output DC voltage of 5KV, 15KV, used for DC 

withstand voltage test for low-voltage cable.

ªBurn through the fault point: burn through and reduce high resistance and 

resistance of flashover fault point.

ªFault pre-location: adopts bridge principle to pre-locate, and four-terminal 

resistance test method avoids errors caused by lead resistance.

On-site application

Optional: portable power supply

No- load voltage 5KV, 15KV Optional

Short-circuit current 30mA

Burn through power 250W

Positioning precision ±(0.2%×L+1)m

Weight 10kg

Size 38×36×27(cm)

Power supply Power Frequency 220V±15%

Technical data
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Intelligent Digital Cable Fault Location Bridge LB4/60

Introduction

The Intelligent digital location bridge for insulation fault of HV cable system combines burn through source and intelligent 

bridge.Max output voltage of burn through function is 60kV, and short-circuit current is 600mA. It can burn high-resistance 

fault into low-resistance fault quickly.Max current of intelligent bridge is 600mA, suitable for insulation fault pre-location of 

high voltage, large cross-section cable and cable with long cable length.High current can greatly improve the accuracy of 

fault distance measurement.

Technical Characteristics

ªThe device adopts switching power supply as high-voltage constant current 
source, with high voltage and stable current.

ªBridge detection module & large-screen LCD is placed on high potential, operating 
buttons on the panel are ground potential. Operate the troubleshooting rod.

ªSpecial customized four-core shielded high-voltage measuring cable, copper 
mesh knitted shielding layer make sure the safety. Four probe method avoids 
errors introduced by lead resistance.

ªHigh-voltage constant current source con train abdication are integrated into a 
portable plastic case. The device has high voltage, light weight and easy 
operation.

ªCompared to wave reflection method, bridge method has no blind zone, 
particularly suitable for detecting short cable and breakdown point close to the end 
of cable.

ªHigh voltage & current is particularly suitable for pre-location of long lengths, large 
section cables and cable accessories. L 4/60B

On-site application

Technical data

Burn through function
Output voltage 0-60kV continuously adjustable

Short-circuit current 600mA

Bridge function

Output voltage 0-4kV continuously adjustable

Short-circuit current 600mA

LCD screen 192mmx64mm

Location precision ±(0.2%xL+1)m

Testing range 1~60000m

Operating keyboard One key operation

Power supply 220V AC±10%, 50Hz

Power 2kVA, generator as power supply(>2kW)

Weight 29kg

Dimension 30x46 50(cm)

Working temperature -10 55℃~+ ℃

Storage temperature -20 70℃~+ ℃

18

Withstand Voltage and Constant Current Burn Through Power BS60/500 DC

Technical features

ªIt adopts switching power supply technology, PWM impulse width modulation to regulate the output voltage and 
current, super audio full-bridge inverter, double voltage rectifier with small ripple coefficient and no noise.

ªWhile DC withstand voltage test, the current indication resolution is 1µA. When the test object is broken down or 
flashover, this tester trips and the power stops and indicate the breakdown.

ªWhile burning through the fault point, no trip after short circuit breakdown, constant power control, and it can 
burn through any cable fault point in a short time.

ªIt has triple protection of max voltage, current and power with strong shock resistance.

ªWith built-in current-limit protective resistance and voltage divider, the voltmeter indicates directly the voltage that 
the test object withstands.

ªEspecially design of high voltage cables and plugs. The length of high voltage cables is determined by users’ 
demand and it is easy to replace.

ªAluminum alloy box is designed for shockproof with small size, light weight, easy to operate and carry.

ªSolid insulating materials are used in high voltage part, which can be used in low pressure plateau and humid 
environment.

Application

It is applied in DC withstand voltage test for high voltage electrical equipment, 

especially in burn through for power cable high resistance fault point to reduce the 

resistance of fault point.

-

 60/500BS

On-site application

Main functions

ªDC withstand voltage test: it can output DC voltage of 60Kv, and can be used in DC withstand test for high

voltage cable and electrical equipment.

ªFault point of burn through: it is particularly effective for faults which are difficult to breakdown for high voltage 

impulse like flashover high resistance and intermediate joints of water seepage.

-

Work mode Allowed continuous work

Burn through power 1000W

Output voltage 60KV Adjustable

Max current 500mA

Test accuracy of voltage and current 1.5%

Power supply voltage Power Frequency 220V±15%

Environment temperature -15℃~45℃

Size 30cm×46cm×50cm

Weight 17kg

Technical data
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Color Screen Smart Cable and  Pipe Locator T2000  

Introduction

T2000 is a high-tech product based on the electro-magnetic 

induction principle, combined with the digital filter, wireless 

receiving and software control. It uses a color LCD screen with 

good backlight function, advanced narrowband digital filtering 

technology; the instrument has strong anti-interference ability, 

especially suitable for high voltage and strong magnetic field 

environment. Compass direction function displays the cable 

path. Early notify the cable branches, and cable path turning.

ªColor LCD screen, only one 

world brand has this function 

except us.

ªLeft and right arrow to point the 

left and right position of cable.

ªGuidance compass display on 

the screen, showing the cable 

path direction.

ªDisplay the real time depth of 

cable laying.

ªRechargeable NI-MH battery 

power supply, convenient for 

testing, portable.

Application

Working frequency
50Hz, 512 Hz, 640 Hz, 1.5K Hz, 8.2KHz, 9.5 KHz, 
16.5 KHz, 32.8 KHz, 65 KHz, 82 KHz, 98 KHz, 128 
KHz, 135 KHz, 200KHz

Working mode
broad peak arrow mode, wave peak mode, wave 
trough mode, broad peak mode

Gain control automatic, dynamic gain range: 0db-110db

Test depth 0-10m

Sound signal Change with signal strength

Accuracy 0-5m: ±5%; 5-10m: ±10%

Screen display 3.5’ Color LCD with backlight function

Battery rechargeable NI-MH battery

Work time 8 hours continuous work

Working temperature - 20 ~60℃ ℃

Technical data

T2000

On-site application

Right/left arrow shows

Cable Identifier HCI

Introduction

Identifying a certain cable correctly from a bunch of cables is a 

common tech question for power cable engineer and cable workers. 

Cable identifying will avoid severe damage resulting from sawing 

wrong cable. Cable identifying usually need professional person 

proceed from 2 ends of cable, and make sure the two numbers are 

correct. But, human memory is not as reliable as professional device 

at any time in any circumstance. HCI is suitable for identifying the 

target cable with power cut off.

In premise that clamp arrow pointing to the far end of target cable, 

when HCI receiver indicator light is green, the cable is your target 

cable. In premise that clamp arrow pointing to the far end of target 

cable, the rest cables are shown in red light or light is not on.
 HCI

On-site application

Features

ªEasy operation and safe, result is intuitive, no 

need any experience.

ª100% correct result under correct method.

ªFully meet the 2005 edition of “Electric Safe 

Work Regulation”.

ªLight weight, less than 2kg of the whole set.

Indicator display
LED signal strength indicator (red/yellow/green) 
LED battery status indicator (red/yellow/green)

One-button operation ON/OFF

Pulse Voltage 55V, DC

Pulse current 0-100A

Pulse frequency 30 times/min

Pulse width 72ms

Power supply AC 100-240V, 50 Hz or built-in 12V battery

On-site use time Over 6 hours, continuous use

Charge time 6 hours

Weight 800g(no battery); 1.6kg( with battery)

Size 201x120x80(mm)

Technical data

Indicator display
LED status indicator(green)
LED signal strength indicator (red/green)

Operation method Touch keys

Clamp Flexible clamp

Gain 10gears (-3d B to +24 d B)

Power supply 2pcs of 1.5V AA battery

On-site use time >50hours

Weight 400g (with clamp and battery)

Size 150x65x35(mm)

Transmitter:

Receiver:

On-site test wiring

Compass guidance Real-time depth show
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Low Voltage Cable Identifier ECI

Introduction

Low Voltage Cable and Section Identifier ECI is to meet the standard 

management requirements of power section, on the premises of no 

power cut to check which distribution and transformer the user is 

powered by, and which cable the user powered by. It uses creative 

orthogonal impulse current method technology, and ensure there is 

no disturbance between power sections, and the anti-interference is 

high. It overcomes the difficulty of traditional double direction 

identifier on site needs to clamp the current, and it allows wiring 

between hot lines, and it also can identify the low voltage cable with 

power on. With correct operation, the identification result is 100% 

right.

On-site application

Features

ªOrthogonal impulse current signal is unique. 

Test distance is far with strong anti-

interference ability. 

ªWith correct operation, the identification result 

is 100% right.

ªOperation is easy and safe, no requirement 

for experience. Identif ication result is 

displayed by red, green lights, intuitive and 

clear.

ªSmall size and light  weight only 1.6kg, easy 

carry.

ªLithium battery power supply. One time charge 

can use for over 8 hours.

Working voltage AC220V 50 Hz

Periodic impulse current 100A±10A

Power ≤6W 

Impulse frequency 40 times/min, 40 HZ

Power supply Lithium battery

Display mode Red, green LED

Weight 500g

Size 158×90×60(mm)

Technical data

Keys press mode Touch button

Test distance >5km

Power dissipation ≤2W

Power supply 2 PCS 1.5V AA battery

Accuracy 100%

Clamp Flexible clamp

Display mode Red, green LED

Weight 400g

Size 118x78x24(mm)

Transmitter (ECI-10T):

Receiver (ECI-10R):

Transmitter (ECI-10T)

0.1Hz Cable AC Withstand Voltage Test System

Introduction

Ultra-low frequency insulation withstand voltage test is actually an 

alternative method of power frequency withstand voltage test. As we 

know, when power frequency withstand voltage test to large 

generators and cable, it needs testing transformer or resonant 

transformers with large capacity because their insulation layer are 

with big capacitance. Such huge equipment, not only weight heavy, 

high cost and application is also inconvenient. In order to solve this 

problem, Power Sections adopt reducing the test frequency, thus 

reducing the capacity of the test power supply.

With many years of theory and practice at home and abroad, it has 

been proved that, by 0.1 Hz AC withstand voltage test alternative 

power frequency withstand voltage test, not only can have the same 

equivalence, but also have much less volume of equipment and 

greatly reduce the weight. Theoretically, capacity is about one over 

five hundred of the power frequency. Short test time, and compared 

with the power frequency test, this method has more superiority. 

Many developed countries have been using this method.

ªIntegrated with advanced technology of modern digital frequency conversion, adopt computer controlling, step-up, step-

down, measuring, fully automatic protection.

ªAll are electronic, small volume, light weight. 

ªLarge screen LCD display, clear and intuitive, and display the output waveform, test reports print out. 

ªOperation is simple and convenient. Design criterions are in full compliance with the electric power industry standards 

“General Technical Conditions of Special Test Instrument in Power Equipment, Part 4: Ultra-Low Frequency High Voltage 

Generator General Technical Conditions".  

ªThe current, voltage, waveform data are directly gained from the high voltage side, sampling, so the data is accurate.

With over voltage protection function, when the output is over the set value, the instrument will stop and begin protection, 

action time is less than 20ms.

ªWith over-current protection function: double protection design for high and low voltage, high side can precisely protect 

according to set value; when low voltage current is over the set value, the instrument will stop and begin protection, action 

time is less than 20ms.

ªHigh voltage output insulation is designed into the step-up device, so no need to connect other external protective 

resistance. The adoption of high and low voltage closed loop feedback control circuit, so the output without capacitance-

up effect.

Features

Model
Rated 

voltage
Load capacity

Power 
fuse

Weight Application

VLF-40
40KV

(peak value)

0.1Hz, ≤1.1uF

10A

Controller: 
4kg

Step-up: 
25kg

≤10KV cable0.05Hz, 2.2uF≤

0.02Hz, 5.5uF≤

VLF-90
90KV

(peak value)

0.1Hz, 1.1uF≤

35A

Controller:
 5kg

Step-up: 
50kg

≤35KV cable
0.05Hz, 2.2uF≤

0.02Hz, 5.5uF≤

Technical data

Output frequency 0.1 Hz, 0.05Hz, 0.02Hz

Load capacity
0.1 Hz  Max 1.1uF; 0.05 Hz  
Max 2.2uF; 0.02 Hz  Max 5.5uF

Accuracy 3%

Error of peak positive 
and negative voltage

≤3%

Voltage waveform 
distortion

≤5%

Use Condition indoor and outdoor

Temperature  -10 ~+40℃ ℃

humidity ~85%RH

Power supply AC 220V±5%; 50 Hz

Receiver (ECI-10R)
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